Aerospace IT launched as part of the inaugural Aviation Week Network Aerospace Incubator series. Aerospace Incubator is intended to take relevant niche topics forward by bringing together stakeholders and thought-leaders to advance the industry. Aerospace IT plays an essential role in moving the Aerospace sector through Industry 4.0. The 1.5 day conference and showcase looked at the need for industry to develop foundational IT systems and establish integrated processes, with a connected infrastructure backbone, on which more intelligent systems can be built and explored the route to achieving this.

The event brought key players together, from across the value chain, to look at applications for these systems across the aerospace eco-system and delve into the underlying need to overhaul the regulatory systems, which govern the framework on which these technologies can be applied.

Key Topics Addressed:

- Software Modernization & Legacy System Replacement
- Data Ownership, Analytics & Management
- Cyber Security & Biosecurity
- Digital Infrastructure for Operators & End-Users
- Implementation and Adoption of Innovative Technologies

“The breath and knowledge of the speakers was outstanding. I prefer the intimate setting of the event and also that the sessions were kept in one room. That allowed everyone to really attend each session and be engaged. Also it provided everyone to actually meet and truly connect because you are not competing with a larger group. Aside from the speakers, the audience was made up of the top of the line professionals who are responsible on a daily basis for the lives of many. This conference definitely supersedes others.”

Regine Bonneau
CEO, RB Advisory

Thank you to our Sponsors

Stay connected with upcoming Aviation Week events by following us on social media and checking our website regularly! Look forward to seeing you in 2022!

events.aviationweek.com #AWNAI #AvWeekEvents
ABOUT OUR ATTENDEES
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Ambyr Hill Technologies
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Broward College
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Click Bond, Inc
Collins Aerospace
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Copa Airlines
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Deloitte Consulting
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Digital Aircraft
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Fix Fly Travel
Florida Memorial University
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GE Aviation
GE Digital, Aviation Software
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HCL
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Kellstrom Aerospace
Korea Aerospace Industries Association
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Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
Luftronix
McKinsey & Company
Miami International Airport
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ProvenAir Technologies
R3 Aviation Marketing
Raytheon Corporate Headquarters
RB Advisory LLC
RTCA, Inc.
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SCHROTH Safety Products
SeaTec Consulting
Toray Industries (America), Inc.
TrueAero
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VSE Corp.

“We found the conversations to be insightful and the opportunity to establish some new relationships was quite welcome. Look forward to staying engaged with you in such forums.”

Arun Chhabra
CEO, 8Tree

“It was a privilege to participate; thank you for including me. I honestly started taking notes during my session because my co-panelists were addressing pain points I myself experience! I thought the conference was great and I’d be delighted to support a future session.”

Michael Schlotterbeck
Smart Factory Asset Leader, Deloitte

Look forward to seeing you in 2022! events.aviationweek.com #AWN21 #AvWeekEvents @AvWeekEvents #AvWeekEvents
The Innovation Showcase and Demo derby allowed participating companies to seize their 10 minutes of fame by pitching products, demonstrating an innovative solutions and or engaging attendees with visionary ideas.

Thank you to our participants:

Attendee Job Level

- 47% VP, Director, Head
- 23% C-Level
- 22% Manager
- 8% Other

Attendee Purchasing Ability

- 36% Buy/Approve
- 22% Influence
- 21% Recommend/Specify
- 12% Seller/Prospector
- 9% Not involved in any way

“I have run product marketing teams for software companies for many years and I have to say, this event was extremely well managed and executed. It was first rate. Count me in for future events!”

Dan Wolff
Director of Product Management and Marketing for Big Fix, HCL

“I enjoyed participating in the event. I found the sessions highly informative and engaging. Paired with a flawless organization I think you can say the Aerospace Incubator was a success. I look forward to attending more Aviation Week events in the future.”

Joelle Cuvelier
VP Airline Solutions & Delivery, Amadeus

Look forward to seeing you in 2022! events.aviationweek.com #AWNAI @AvWeekEvents #AvWeekEvents